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abstractions does seem to be quite often forgotten even now.
The ancient Roman who, in fear that rust (robigo) might
attack his crops, prayed to the spirit Robigus at the festival
of the Robigaliax was doing exactly the same thing as
Plutarch's Boiotian friends. The Boiotian ritual is also
interesting as showing in the germ, in its very simplest form,
the use of impersonation in a magical rite ; such impersona-
tion as might in more elaborate ritual develop into more
elaborate " dressing up " and so into a sacred and ultimately
a secular drama.
The personification of Famine has its echo at Athens,
where " they say that once when a famine had attacked
them, the god (Apollo) gave an oracle bidding them . . .
propitiate Hunger. So the Athenians dedicated to It the
level ground behind the town-hall ".2
The reason for holding this great purification just at
harvest time is probably that now, when all our corn is
stored in the great jars, we have more to lose than at any
time of year—and also are more likely to slip into that
attitude of over-confidence that is so dangerous, surrounded
as we are by the jealous Keres of death and decay. Then
with the coming or rather the emergence of the Hellenes
and their Olympian religion, the old scapegoat magic is as it
were consecrated to Apollon the Destroyer, the sender of
plague as he sent it upon the hosts of the proud Agamemnon,
in the shafts of his silver bow; Apollo who is also Paian
the Healer, the Siva—though how different from his Indian
cousin—of this western Aryan pantheon.
Concerning this festival also an setiological myth came
to be told; it recounted how one Thargelos stole certain
holy vessels of Apollo and was stoned to death by " Achilles
and his men ".3
Even at the Dipolia, the festival, at least in historic
times, of so civilized a god as Zeus Polieus, the very spirit
1	Varro, Agriculture, I, i, 0, etc.
2	Zenobios, 4, 93 (Gaisford, Paroemiographi Graeci, p. 336),
s Istros, quoted by Harpokration, s.v,

